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Three-dimensional single-component ideal gas systems composed of model homogeneous rigid molecules in
various molecular shapes and sizes are simulated by a molecular Monte Carlo simulation technique. We reveal
that percolation thresholds of such single-component systems result in, when the molecular volume is fixed,
power-law decreasing functions of the radius of gyration (gyradius) of the molecules. The systems with the
same parameter set of the molecular volume and radius of gyration, but in different molecular shapes, show the
identical value of the percolation threshold. Moreover, we also reveal that a dimensionless scale-free parameter,
which is the ratio between the radius of gyration and real cube root of the molecular volume, uniquely determines
the percolation threshold.
I. INTRODUCTION
Percolation theory, an important research field of statisti-
cal physics, has been studied extensively over the last sev-
eral decades. Percolation phenomena are observed in and re-
lated to various physical, chemical, and social systems and
phenomena, such as charge transport, mercury porosimetry,
gelation, composite materials, polymer films, string-like col-
loidal assembly, communication networks, and epidemics of
infectious diseases [1–10]. The percolation theory also per-
forms an important role in materials science and industry,
such as material design and crude oil production. Percola-
tion transition and concomitant critical phenomena, i.e. the
universal phase behaviour, particularly attract broad attention
in the scientific fields [1–4, 7–11]. On the other hand, perco-
lation thresholds themselves also play a key role: percolation
thresholds of molecular systems are directly linked to mate-
rial properties and physical phenomena such as thermal con-
ductivity, electrical resistivity, and magnetism. However, the
percolation thresholds in the molecular systems composed of
various molecular species, to the best of our knowledge, have
not extensively been studied yet. Here we cast light on this
problem. Using molecular Monte Carlo simulation in the 3
dimensional (3-D) continuous space, we study the percolation
thresholds of, as the most basic and simplest model molecu-
lar system, single-component ideal gases consisting of rigid
molecules with the homogeneous intramolecular structure in
a variety of molecular shapes and sizes. We reveal that, when
the volume of one molecule, denoted by Vmol, is fixed, the
percolation thresholds of such single-component model sys-
tems result in power-law decreasing functions of rg, where rg
denotes the radius of gyration of the molecules defined and
illustrated below. The single-component systems at the iden-
tical parameter set of Vmol and rg, but with distinct molecular
shapes, show the same value of the percolation threshold. Fur-
thermore, we also reveal that a dimensionless scale-free pa-
rameter, rg/Lmol, uniquely determines the percolation thresh-
old, where Lmol = (Vmol)1/3. In brief, here in the present work,
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we find and study another universal phase behaviour, which
is distinct from the above well-known transition and critical
phenomena, of percolation systems. Our findings facilitate
the prediction of the percolation thresholds, which is closely
related to, for example, accident prevention against dust ex-
plosion, forest fire, etc. This prediction also advances material
design. The present work enhances physical understanding of
the percolation systems and phenomena.
Percolation thresholds of single-component systems com-
posed of solid (homogeneous and continuous) objects were
also studied in early works [1–4, 12–17]. For example,
some early researchers intensively studied systems composed
of isotropic objects, i.e. circles in 2 dimensions (2-D) and
spheres in 3-D. They revealed universal percolation thresholds
valid in such systems: the transition occurs at the volume frac-
tion of the isotropic solid objects ≈0.45 in 2 dimensions (2-D)
and ≈0.16 in 3-D. In contrast, universal behaviour of percola-
tion thresholds in systems composed of anisotropic objects in
various shapes and sizes was reserved for future works. Here
we shed light on this problem and reveal a universal relation
between percolation thresholds in single-component systems
consisting of rigid molecules in different shapes and sizes.
II. MOLECULAR DESIGN
We design various rigid molecules in different shapes and
sizes, i.e. molecular species, and simulate single-component
systems of these designed molecular species. Here this molec-
ular design is discussed. Rigid molecules, whose molecu-
lar conformation (shape) and intramolecular mass distribution
are fixed, consist of single-component segments (particles),
and can freely move and rotate in the continuous space in
the present simulation system. Each molecular species, how-
ever, is designed as a single simply connected network on 3-D
simple cubic lattice with the grid spacing ∆L. This network
corresponds to a molecular backbone. Single-component seg-
ments (particles) are placed on all the lattice points in the net-
work, and each pair of adjacent segments is bound with a rigid
bond. These intramolecular network (molecular backbone),
segments, and rigid bonds result in one molecular architec-
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2ture, i.e. a molecular species. Snapshots of some examples
of the resulting molecular species are given in Fig. 1. The
number of segments or lattice points in the molecule, denoted
by M, corresponds to the molecular weight or degree of poly-
merization in polymer science. The 1-dimensional (1-D) size
of each segment equals ∆L, so that the molecular volume is
defined as,
Vmol = M (∆L)3 . (1)
When M is fixed, Vmol is also fixed and independent of the
molecular shape, i.e. the intramolecular network structure
based on the lattice.
For example, when a rectangular parallelepiped region
with the size (Mx,My,Mz) on the cubic lattice is chosen for
the molecular backbone, a rigid rectangular parallelepiped
molecule, tentatively referred to as a cuboid molecule, with
this size is built. M = MxMyMz for this molecule. As an ex-
ample, a snapshot of a cuboid molecule with (Mx = 8,My =
2,Mz = 2) is given in Fig. 1(c).
The other molecules simulated in the present work are
carved from the cuboid molecules. In other words, all the lat-
tice points inside the molecules are filled with the segments.
No hollow molecules are built. All the molecules are homo-
geneously and fully filled, and discretized according to the
cubic lattice. For example, removing all the edges and ver-
tices from cubic molecules with (Mx = My = Mz = 4) and
(Mx = My = Mz = 5), one obtains spherical molecules at
M = 32 and 81 displayed in Figs. 1(a) and (e), respectively. A
molecule containing a 3-D intramolecular network is referred
to as a 3-D molecule.
The cuboid molecules at Mz = 1 contains planar (2-
dimensional, 2-D) rectangular molecular configurations. A
square molecule with (Mx = My = 9) is shown in Fig. 1(f)
as an example of the 2-D molecules. The other molecules,
as well as the rectangular ones, which can be carved from
the rectangular molecules are tentatively referred to as 2-D
molecules. For example, removing all the vertices from a
square molecule at (Mx = My = 6), one obtains a circular
molecule at M = 32 in Fig. 1(b).
Cuboid molecules with (Mx = M,My = Mz = 1), i.e.
straight molecules, are tentatively referred to as linear (1-D)
molecules. A linear molecule at M = 32 is displayed in
Fig. 1(d) as an example.
In addition to the snapshots of some molecular species in
Fig. 1, molecular architecture of all the molecular species
simulated in the present work are listed in the 1st and 2nd
columns of Table I. The molecules are designed at M =
32, 81, and 216 (=63). Re = 6∆L is defined as the unit length
in the simulation system.
III. RADIUS OF GYRATION (GYRADIUS)
Radius of gyration rg is defined as the root mean square
distance between the centre of mass of the molecule, denoted
TABLE I. List of the properties of all the molecular species simulated
in the present work. (Mx,My,Mz) and (Mx,My) in the first column
denote 3-D cuboid and 2-D rectangular molecules with these sizes,
respectively. The figure number is also given in the first column if
snapshots of the molecule are available in Fig. 1. The molecules are
grouped according to M, and ordered by r′g in each group. M =
32, 81, and 216. and represent 2 and 1-D molecular species,
respectively.
shape (and Fig.) r′g ρ
′
p∗ rg/Lmol ρp∗Vmol
M = 32
sphere, Fig. 1(a) 0.250 1.01 0.472 0.150
circle, (b) 0.373 0.61 0.704 0.090
(8, 2, 2), (c) 0.400 0.65 0.755 0.096
(8, 4) 0.425 0.52 0.803 0.077
(16, 2) 0.773 0.26 1.461 0.039
linear, (d) 1.539 0.085 2.908 0.013
M = 81
sphere, (e) 0.342 0.47 0.475 0.176
(9, 3, 3) 0.471 0.33 0.654 0.124
(9, 9) (square), (f) 0.609 0.18 0.844 0.068
zenpo¯-ko¯en-fun, (g) 0.614 0.22 0.852 0.083
ellipse, (h) 0.618 0.18 0.857 0.068
(27, 3) 1.305 0.074 1.810 0.028
linear 3.897 0.0089 5.404 0.0033
M = 216
(6, 6, 6) (cube) 0.493 0.175 0.493 0.175
(9, 6, 4) 0.549 0.165 0.549 0.165
elliptic cylinder, (i) 0.555 0.150 0.555 0.150
(9, 8, 3) 0.591 0.140 0.591 0.140
(12, 6, 3) 0.656 0.125 0.656 0.125
(12, 9, 2) 0.723 0.100 0.723 0.100
cylinder, (j) 0.894 0.090 0.894 0.090
(18, 4, 3) 0.895 0.095 0.895 0.095
(18, 6, 2) 0.914 0.080 0.914 0.080
(18, 12) 1.039 0.045 1.039 0.045
(24, 3, 3) 1.170 0.065 1.170 0.065
(27, 4, 2) 1.314 0.055 1.314 0.055
(27, 8) 1.353 0.0375 1.353 0.0375
(36, 3, 2) 1.739 0.0350 1.739 0.0350
(36, 6) 1.755 0.0275 1.755 0.0275
(54, 2, 2) 2.600 0.0125 2.600 0.0125
(54, 4) 2.604 0.0125 2.604 0.0125
(72, 3) 3.466 0.0085 3.466 0.0085
(108, 2) 5.197 0.0040 5.197 0.0040
shape (and Fig.) r′g ρ
′
p∗ rg/Lmol ρp∗Vmol
by rcentre, and each segment in the molecule [18, 19]:
rg :=
 1M
M∑
i=1
(ri − rcentre)2

1/2
, rcentre :=
1
M
M∑
i=1
ri, (2)
where the summation runs over all the segments in each
molecule and ri denotes the position of the i-th segment. rg,
a unique constant of each molecular species, is a measure of
the spatial range of the molecule around the centre of mass.
Elongation of a molecule with the fixed molecular volume
increases rg of this molecule. This illustrates that rg con-
tains the information on the molecular shape as well as the
1-dimensional size. We utilize this rg as a measure of the
molecular shapes and sizes. In other words, measuring rg
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FIG. 1. Snapshots of some molecular species. Spherical beads in each panel represent the position of each segment. (a) - (d), M = 32. (a): 3-D
sphere ((a1) front and (a2) oblique views, respectively), (b): 2-D circle, (c): 3-D cuboid, and (d): 1-D linear molecules. (e) - (h), M = 81. (e):
3-D sphere ((e1) front and (e2) oblique views, respectively), (f): 2-D square, (g): 3-D zenpo¯-ko¯en-fun, and (h): 2-D ellipse molecules. (g1):
oblique, (g2): top, (g3): side, and (g4): front views of the zenpo¯-ko¯en-fun, respectively. Zenpo¯-ko¯en-fun means a keyhole-shaped mounded
tomb built in ancient Japan. An aerial photo of Daisen Kofun (©Geospatial Information Authority of Japan), which is several hundred meters
long and wide and known as a typical zenpo¯-ko¯en-fun, is shown in panel (g0) for reference. (i) - (j), M = 216. (i): 3-D elliptic cylinder and
(j): 3-D cylinder molecules (only top views).
of fully and homogeneously filled molecules, in the present work, we quantify the molecular shapes and sizes. rg is re-
4duced to dimensionless quantity, r′g = rg/Re, which is given in
the 2nd column of Table I.
IV. SIMULATION METHODS
The molecules are distributed over a cubic system box of
edge length Lsystem = 20Re in each 3-D single-component sys-
tem. This system box, to which a periodic boundary condition
is applied, is laid in a spatial region of 0 ≤ x, y, z < Lsystem.
ρp denotes the average volumetric number density of the
molecules in the system and ρ′p = ρpR3e is the dimensionless
average density. For example, the number of molecules in the
system box equals ρpL3system = 8000 at ρ
′
p = 1. We simu-
late each single-component system at various values of ρ′p and
collect 10 independent samples of particle configurations at
each value of ρ′p in each system. Both the position and di-
rection of each penetrable molecule are randomly determined
using a random number generator of the Mersenne Twister al-
gorithm [20–22] in each sample of the ideal single-component
systems. rcentre of each molecule is uniformly distributed over
the system box. Uniformly distributed points on the surface of
a unit sphere are used for the direction of the molecules. An
example of a snapshot of a constructed simulation system is
displayed in Fig. 2.
Occurrence probability of large clusters (percolation clus-
ters) that span the system is measured at each value of ρ′p in
each system. The transition density (percolation threshold),
denoted by ρp∗, in each system is quickly evident because,
when ρ′p is raised from extremely low values, this occurrence
probability abruptly rises from 0 to 1 at ρ′p = ρ′p∗, where
ρ′p∗ = ρp∗R3e .
We have verified that the physical properties of the sys-
tems are not significantly changed even when larger systems
at Lsystem = 40Re are simulated, and that ρ′p∗ is determined
within a relative error of ≈ (several %) in the present simula-
tion system and conditions.
V. DEFINITION OF PERCOLATION CLUSTER
The percolation cluster is defined via a collocation lattice,
which is similar to the one defined in our recent works [7, 8].
First, the system box is partitioned into a cubic lattice of
grid spacing ∆L, which equals the lattice constant for the in-
tramolecular grids. The index of the resulting small cell is de-
noted by (ix, iy, iz) for 0 ≤ iα < Lsystem/∆L, where α represents
the Cartesian coordinates x, y, and z. We assume that a small
cell is occupied when it contains at least one segment. We also
assume that a pair of the occupied small cells are linked when
this pair satisfies a relation,∣∣∣iα − i′α∣∣∣ ≤ 1 for α = x, y, z, (3)
where iα and i′α denote the indices of the pair respectively. A
single network of links is referred to as a cluster. A percolation
cluster is defined as a cluster bridging both the faces of the
system box.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulation results are discussed here. The occurrence prob-
ability of percolation clusters is measured at each value of ρ′p
in each single-component system, as mentioned above. As an
example, the dependence of the occurrence probability on ρ′p
in each system at M = 81 is given in Fig. 3. The values of ρ′p∗
determined in each system based on these results are listed in
the 3rd column of Table I. ρ′p∗ decreases with increasing r′g at
each value of M, which is consistent with an intuitive under-
standing that elongate molecules can connect both the sides
of the system box at low density. ρ′p∗ is also reduced when M
rises, because large molecules facilitate the percolation.
ρ′p∗ as a function of r′g is plotted in Fig 4. r′g and ρ′p∗ are
normalized and reduced to dimensionless scale-free quantities
rg/Lmol and ρp∗Vmol, respectively, in this double logarithmic
plot, where “log” denotes the natural logarithm. Values of
these dimensionless scale-free quantities in each system are
given in the 4th and 5th columns in Table I. These results
demonstrate that, when V ′mol = Vmol/R
3
e is fixed, ρ
′
p∗ results in
a power-law decreasing function of r′g. The single-component
systems at the same parameter set of V ′mol and r
′
g, but different
in molecular shape, indicate the identical value of ρ′p∗.
Moreover, this power-law relation between rg/Lmol and
ρp∗Vmol is independent of values of V ′mol. In other words,
rg/Lmol uniquely determines ρp∗Vmol. When a value of rg/Lmol
is given, ρp∗Vmol shows the identical and unique value, inde-
pendently of both the molecular shape and value of Vmol. Lin-
ear fittings of the log-log graph at each value of V ′mol indicate,
y = −λNx + ωN, (λN  1.5 ± 0.1, ωN  −2.8 ± 0.1). (4)
The suffix of λN and ωN, “N”, is added to avoid confusion be-
tween the present (New) and conventional critical exponents.
These simulation results and physical understanding of
rg/Lmol and ρp∗Vmol are further discussed below.
VII. DIMENSIONLESS SCALE-FREE QUANTITIES AND
ARTEFACTS DUE TO THE LATTICE
rg characterizes the molecular shape as well as the 1-D
size. Lmol = (Vmol)1/3 represents another definition of the 1-D
molecular size and provides no information on the molecu-
lar shape. The ratio between these two parameters, rg/Lmol,
defines and characterizes the dimensionless scale-free shape
of the molecule. rg/Lmol resembles, in this sense, the aspect
ratio of rectangles, i.e. a dimensionless scale-free parame-
ter. rg/Lmol of any object with similar shapes equals the sole
and identical value. As an example, rg and rg/Lmol of some
solid objects (homogeneous and continuous rigid objects) are
listed in Table II. On the ohter hand, ρpVmol is equivalent to
another dimensionless scale-free quantity, i.e. volume frac-
tion including the duplication of overlapping spatial regions
among the molecules (solid objects), or, in other words, vol-
ume fraction measured when all the molecules are isolated.
Therefore, when the overlaps (links) between solid objects are
5FIG. 2. An example of a constructed simulation system. A snapshot of the system composed of zenpo¯-ko¯en-fun molecules. ρ′p = 0.1,M = 81.
measured exactly in off-lattice unlike our grid-based measure-
ment, points (rg, ρp∗) determined in single-component systems
composed of solid objects with the same shape and differ-
ent scales of objects are mapped onto the sole and identi-
cal point in (rg/Lmol)-(ρp∗Vmol) plane. Thus each shape is
mapped onto one point in (rg/Lmol)-(ρp∗Vmol) plane in the sys-
tems of solid objects. When a large number of different shapes
are mapped onto corresponding points, a line (curve) is con-
structed in (rg/Lmol)-(ρp∗Vmol) plane. This line, ρp∗Vmol, be-
comes a decreasing function of rg/Lmol because elongate solid
objects, intuitively, facilitate the percolation. We tentatively
refer to this line, which is constructed in the systems of solid
objects, as a “unified” line or a unified result in the present
work. In other words, a function ρp∗ of rg determined in such
completely continuous single-component systems with vari-
ous different object shapes at any fixed object scale (molec-
ular volume) is always mapped onto the sole unified line in
(rg/Lmol)-(ρp∗Vmol) plane. Figure 4 shows that the plotted
points and linear fittings at M = 32, 81, and 216 lie in the
vicinity of this unified line, and that the unified result satisfies
a relation,
ρp∗Vmol  exp[ωN]
(
rg
/
Lmol
)−λN
, (5)
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′
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of M, which is y = −λNx + ωN: (λN = 1.4, ωN = −2.8) at M = 32,
(λN = 1.6, ωN = −2.9) at M = 81, and (λN = 1.6, ωN = −2.7) at
M = 216.
which has also been shown in eq. (4).
TABLE II. List of rg and rg/Lmol for some solid objects: a sphere
(solid sphere) R in radius, a cuboid with the size
(
lx, ly, lz
)
, and a
cube of edge length l. ldiag =
(
l2x + l
2
y + l
2
z
)1/2
.
rg rg/Lmol
sphere (3/5)1/2R (3/5)1/2(4pi/3)−1/3 ≈ 0.4805
cuboid (1/12)1/2ldiag (1/12)1/2ldiag
(
lxlylz
)−1/3
cube l/2 1/2
However, the similarity in shapes between our molecules
is broken because of the intramolecular discretization. This
results in inconsistency of values of rg/Lmol between the
molecules at different values of M. For example, spherical
molecules at M = 32 and 81 indicate slightly different values
of rg/Lmol. As another example,
rg = (1/2)(M0 − 1)1/2(M0 + 1)1/2∆L, (6)
rg/Lmol = (1/2)(M0 − 1)1/2(M0 + 1)1/2
/
M0 , (7)
for cubic molecules at Mx = My = Mz = M0 and M = M30 .
These are consistent with the result of solid cubes, listed in Ta-
ble II, for M0 → ∞, and, by contrast, dependent on M at finite
M0. On the other hand, only slight inconsistency of rg/Lmol is
found between the discretized molecules which have the simi-
lar molecular shapes. The results of discretized/solid spheres,
cuboids, and cubes listed in Tables I and II also demonstrate
insignificance of difference in rg/Lmol between the discretized
molecules and corresponding solid objects.
The slight inconsistency between the above unified line and
simulation results at M = 32, 81, and 216 shown in Fig. 4 is
attributed to the grid-based measurement of the extramolecu-
lar network structure and ρp∗. M segments of an isolated long
(M  1) linear molecule occupy M small cells in the system
box when this molecule aligns parallel with one of the x-, y-,
and z-axes. By contrast, fewer small cells than M are occu-
pied when this molecule lies non-parallel to all the three axes
because two adjacent segments of this molecule can occupy
the same small cell. This reduction in the number of occupied
small cells equals a decrease in the effective molecular vol-
ume, and raises the percolation threshold, ρp∗. This artefact
due to the collocation lattice which partitions the system box
rises when the total number of nearest and next nearest neigh-
bours in the intramolecular network increases. Therefore, the
artefact is raised when the dimensionality of the molecule in-
creases at fixed M. These results illustrate that the artefact due
to the collocation lattice sensitively depends on the molecular
architecture.
So far disadvantages of our grid-based simulation system
have been elucidated. Next, advantages are clarified below.
VIII. ADVANTAGES OF THE PRESENT GRID-BASED
SIMULATION SYSTEM
As has been mentioned in the introduction, systems com-
posed of isotropic solid objects were intensively studied in
early works, and universal percolation thresholds in such
systems were revealed [1–4]. The distance, contacts, and
overlaps between the objects (links) are readily evaluated in
the systems of isotropic solid objects. By contrast, simple
anisotropic shapes as well as complicated ones pose a chal-
lenge in the evaluation of links. This could have discouraged
extensive and systematic studies on percolation thresholds in
single-component systems composed of solid objects in var-
ious shapes and sizes. Moreover, parameters such as aspect
ratios etc. were typically chosen rather than the radius of gy-
ration rg. The importance of rg was overlooked. The volume
fraction was, by contrast, frequently found, whereas the du-
plication of overlapping spatial regions between the objects
7was, in typical early works, eliminated in their definition of
the volume fraction when systems composed of penetrable ob-
jects were studied, unlike the definition of our ρp∗Vmol which
includes the duplication although our systems consist of pen-
etrable molecules. The average volume fraction of single-
component systems composed of randomly distributed pen-
etrable solid objects at the average number density ρp in their
definition, denoted by φconventioanl, is,
φconventional = 1 − exp(−ρpVmol), (8)
which is independent of object shapes [23, 24]. These differ-
ences from the parameters utilized in the present work could
have also disturbed the systematic and extensive studies on
percolation thresholds in various systems.
Contrary to the early works mentioned above, we have de-
signed the molecular species in a variety of shapes and sizes
using the intramolecular lattice. Combination of the present
molecular design and grid-based measurement of percolation
thresholds significantly facilitates simulation studies on per-
colation thresholds. We can systematically and readily con-
struct molecular systems composed of various, even sophis-
ticated, molecular species, for example zenpo¯-ko¯en-fun, and
automatically measure the percolation threshold of each sys-
tem. We have introduced rg/Lmol and ρp∗Vmol, and revealed
the importance of and relation between these two quantities,
eq. (5).
Here, results of the single-component system composed
of solid spheres are compared between the early and present
works. rg/Lmol of solid spheres listed in Table II and eq. (5)
give ρp∗Vmol  0.183. This is translated into φconventioanl =
0.167 according to eq. (8). This value, i.e. a result of the
present work, of φconventioanl is quantitatively consistent with
the above early results mentioned in the introduction, ≈0.16
in 3-D, and corroborates our findings.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, introducing rg/Lmol and ρp∗Vmol, we have
studied percolation thresholds in single-component ideal gas
systems composed of rigid molecules in various shapes and
sizes, and revealed eq. (5). This relation between rg/Lmol
and ρp∗Vmol is universally satisfied in these systems. In other
words, a function ρp∗ of rg at fixed Vmol determined in such
various single-component systems is always, independently
of the value of Vmol, mapped onto this sole unified line in
(rg/Lmol)-(ρp∗Vmol) plane. The exponents defined in eq. (4)
are (λN  1.5 ± 0.1, ωN  −2.8 ± 0.1).
We recently simulated percolation phenomena in systems
consisting of interacting flexible molecules using a solvent-
free coarse-grained model [7, 8]. The present ideal system
is constructed based on these recently published more realis-
tic model systems, so that we can expand the present work
into the systems consisting of interacting molecules using the
solvent-free model, and directly compare the results between
the ideal and realistic systems. However, this is beyond the
scope of the present work and will be discussed in our forth-
coming article.
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